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A New Approach to Modeling Excess Mortality
Peter D. England1 and Steven Haberman 2

Abstract
This paper describes a complete framework for the statistical modeling of excess
mortality, with particular reference to the experience of insured, impaired lives. The
principal measure of excess mortality considered is the standardized mortality ratio.
The modeling approach, based on the theory of generalized linear models, allows us to
build models containing several explanatory variables. The statistical significance of
these variables can be tested, and the effect of interactions between the variables can
be assessed rigorously. The paper uses data drawn from the extensive, continuing investigation into the mortality of insured, impaired lives conducted by the Prudential
Assurance Company (UK). The methodology has close connections with the traditional
actuarial approach to the measurement of excess mortality and can be regarded as a
generalization of this traditional approach.
Key words and phrases: impaired lives, generalized linear models, multiplicative hazard

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In 1947, the Prudential Assurance Company decided to institute
an inquiry into the mortality experience of medically impaired,
insured lives. The investigation was designed to be both medical and
actuarial. The data were drawn from holders of life insurance policies effected since July 1947 in the ordinary branch of the Prudential
Assurance Company. Policies were included if the life insured exhibited one of a long list of impairments. Lives exhibiting two or more
1 Peter D. England obtained his Bachelors degree in Actuarial Science in 1988 and then
stayed at City University, London, to assist in the research activities of the
Department of Actuarial Science and Statistics. In 1993 he completed his Ph.D. in
statistical modeling of excess mortality. He current is working for Commercial Union
pic and specializes in non-life insurance.

2 Steven Haberman is Professor of Actuarial Science and head of the Department of
Actuarial Science and Statistics at City University. He received a degree in
mathematics from Cambridge University. He joined the Prudential Assurance Company
as an actuarial trainee and then City University as a lecturer, qualifying as an FIA in
1975. He has published widely in actuarial and related fields. His current research
interests include mortality, morbidity, premium rating, and pension funding.
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major impairments were excluded from the investigation, where an
impairment was regarded as major if it would warrant a surcharge in
its own right.
It was not considered practical to extend the scope of the investigation to include every impairment encountered in the course of
underwriting. For impairments that occur comparatively infrequently,
sufficient data would not have accumulated to provide useful results.
Accordingly, the rarer conditions generally have been excluded. At
the outset it was not possible to foretell the quantity of data that
would be forthcoming, however, and certain groups were included
where experience has shown that the data have proved insufficient.
Since 1961, several authors have reported results based on the
Prudential impaired lives data set. 3 A comparison of the diverse
reports is informative and provides insight into the changes in excess
mortality over the 40 years that the investigation has been
operative. It is worth considering the difference in the scope of the
studies and the approach adopted by the various authors (Table 1).
TABLE 1
Previous Studies Based on the Prudential Impaired Lives Data Set
Author
Clarke
Preston & Clarke
Clarke
Leighton
Papaconstantinou
Renshaw
Haberman and Renshaw

Publication Date

Calendar Years of Study

1961

1947 to 1958 (Allimpairmentsl
1947 to 1963 (All Impairments
1964 to 1973 (All Impairments)
1974 to 1983 (All Impairments)
1947 to 1981 (All Impairments)
1947 to 1981 (Hypertension)
1947 to 1981 (Peptic Ulcer)

1966
1979
1987

1988
1988
1990

The studies by Clarke (1961), Preston and Clarke (1966), Clark~
(1979), and Leighton (1987) form a series in which the authors use
the same approach in their analyses. Traditional methods were used
to produce standard actual! expected (A/E) ratios only. The differences between the reports lies in the exposure-to-risk periods considered (Table 1) and in the control experiences used in the calculation
of expected deaths. These authors briefly comment on the excess mortality of female lives where there are sufficient data to provide useful results.

3 The Prudential data set is not freely available. Readers interested in obtaining this
data set should direct inquiries to Prudential Assurance, Holborn Bars, London, "ECIN
2NH, England.
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Papaconstantinou (1988) uses the entire data set (as available at
the time) in his analysis and uses conventional exposure-to-risk theory in the calculation of mortality rates. He uses the data available
to provide a comprehensive set of excess mortality measures including
not only the familiar AlE ratios, however, but also excess death
rates and measures based on cumulative mortality. He considers all
impairments (male and female combined) for which there are more
than 100 entrants.
The Prudential impaired lives data set first was used in the statistical modeling of excess mortality by Renshaw (1988) who adopts
the multiplicative hazards approach. Renshaw (1988) and
Haberman and Renshaw (1990) use the same data as
Papaconstantinou (Le., data for 1947 to 1981) and provide results for
two impairments, hypertension and peptic ulcer (male lives only),
respectively.

1.2 Summary
This paper concerns the measurement of excess mortality experienced by impaired, insured lives. The approach adopted here is to
use a multiplicative hazards model for the force of mortality. This is
similar to that used by Renshaw, but additionally includes data for
the period 1982 to 1987. The methodology is described and illustrated
with examples drawn from the Prudential impaired lives data set. It
must be mentioned that this approach has been applied systematically to all of the major impairment groups in the Prudential study,
and the full results are given in England (1993).
The methodology used in this paper can be applied to any investigation of excess mortality if the data requirements can be satisfied.
Such investigations would include studies based on the experience of
a single company or comprising the pooled experience across a number
of companies. An example of such an investigation is the Medical
Impairment Study 1983 of the Society of Actuaries and Association of
Life Insurance Medical Directors. We feel that, given the power and
versatility of the methodology, its potential should be recognized
outside the United Kingdom (where it has been applied so far).
Given their ready access to fast personal computers, workstations,
and mainframe computers, we feel that this method will be of interest to North American actuaries.
The results of this study support and supplement the results published in earlier investigations. The results relating to the subsidiary
impairment codes are new-this information has been ignored in earlier investigations based on the Prudential data set. These latest
87
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analyses identify some anomalous results emerging from the earlier
studies, in particular some of the indices given by Papaconstantinou
(1988).

1.3 A Note of Caution
When comparing results of the various studies, differences in the
mortality ratios obtained may be due to combinations of the following four factors:
•
•

•

•

The Period Under Study;
The Control Experience Used in the Calculation of Expected
Deaths: It should be noted that when expected deaths are low, a
small difference in the value of expected deaths may change the
value of the mortality ratio significantly, as expected deaths
appear in the denominator;
The Method Used in the Calculation of Expected Deaths:
Using traditional methods, expected deaths are given by an
expression of the form Eq* (or L Eq*) i.e., the exposure to risk
multiplied by the standard mortality rate. Using the multiplicative hazards approach, expected deaths (ej) are given by a different expression based on the aggregate integrated standard force
of mortality. Differences may arise in the values of expected
deaths given by these methods. When expected deaths are low,
these differences may cause a significant change in the value of a
mortality ratio, as expected deaths appear in the denominator;
and
Errors: Despite the efforts taken to eliminate any source of error,
it is possible that errors occur that affect the results obtained,
especially in a study the scale of an impaired lives investigation. Errors may be due to incorrect recording of data, mistakes in
data manipulation, programming mistakes, incorrect calculation's
using results, and typographical errors in reports. Major errors
usually are immediately noticeable; minor errors, however, may
pass undetected.

2 The Data Set
The 1947 Prudential impaired lives study uses a coding scheme
for impairments devised by the company's principal medical officer
at the time, T.W. Preston. The impairments considered are divided
into nine broad categories (e.g., circulatory impairments, respiratory
disorders), each subdivided into its constituent impairments. Since
1947, some impairments that originally were included have been
88
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dropped and some impairments that were not have been added. A
few impairments have had their associated codings changed. By the
end of 1987, data were available on over 650,000 policies effected on
impaired lives (where the impairment was present at the outset).
Those involved in planning the study showed considerable foresight and adopted a classification of impairments that was criticized
in its day for being too detailed. To this criticism the powerful
riposte was made that "once the data have been tabulated, groups
can always be combined but they can never be further subdivided." It
is only now, with sufficient data and statistical software packages,
that full advantage of the detailed classification can be made.
For each policy in the investigation, the following information
was recorded: policy number, impairment code (plus subsidiary code),
date of entry (year and month), age at entry (next birthday), date of
exit (year and month), age at exit (next birthday), curtate duration
at exit, mode of exit (still in force, withdrawal, death), cause of
death, joint life marker, and sex.
Information that would be of interest, but which is not available,
concerns the terms of acceptance (accepted as standard, reducing debt
etc.), duration since onset of impairment, sum insured, type of policy,
experience of lives declined for insurance, and smoking status.

3 Statistical Methodology
3.1 Traditional Methods
The traditional actuarial approach to the measurement of mortality is based on the comparison of actual and expected deaths. The
history of this process has been investigated by Keiding (1987).4 This
approach also has been applied to the measurement of excess mortality associated with an extra risk in the comparison of actual and
expected deaths for a group of policyholders exhibiting the particular risk under consideration. Examples of possible types of risk are
medical impairments, occupational hazards, hazardous pursuits, geographical location of residence, and ethnic origin. Combinations of
the above risks may be of interest (e.g., the effect of a particular disease within different ethnic communities).
Using exposure-to-risk theory, the expected numbers of deaths are
calculated using a set of suitable standard mortality rates, controlling
4 One of the earliest descriptions of the method is attributable to William Dale, an
English actuary living in the 18th century who was investigating the adequacy of
contemporary annuity rates.
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as closely as possible for factors such as sex and age (and possibly
other characteristics). Let dt, qt, Et be the observed number of deaths,
the observed mortality rate, and the initial exposure-to-risk, respectively, for the group under consideration for the interval of follow-up
for curtate duration t (i.e., [t, t+l)) where t is an integer (say, measured in years). Note that d t and qt are random variables. Let q'{
q't be
the standard mortality rate and define d,{,
d't, to be the expected number
of deaths, i.e., d'{
d't = EEt q't.
The interval mortality ratio for the interval of follow-up [t, t+l)
is denoted by kt, and is given by:

Clearly, if kt > I, the mortality rate in the study group (for curtate
duration t) is higher than the standard rate. If kt < I, the mortality
rate in the study group is lower than the standard rate.
When the numbers of deaths (or expected deaths) are low, neighboring intervals of follow-up sometimes may be grouped together to
give:

where neighboring intervals are grouped over an n year period. Thus,
nko is the ratio of deaths observed in an n year period and deaths
expected over the same period.
The properties of this ratio have been described in detail by
Haberman (1988). For example, it is straightforward to show that
the index /J ko may be regarded as a weighted average of the k t over
the first n years of observation with weights Wt equal to the number
of deaths expected on the basis of the standard population mortality
rates at duration t. The index clearly does not treat all the k t terms
equally; it places most weight or emphasis on those k t at the durations where the Wt are highest. This may not be unreasonable; these
durations are likely to be those where the underlying data are
largest. Any resulting indices are subject to the least statistical variability and, hence, are most reliable in statistical terms. The quantiko commonly are known as the AlE ratios; see Clarke
ties k t and nnko
(1979).
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This conventional approach (based on AlE ratios) does not provide any guidance on how we decide which factors or combinations
thereof have a significant bearing on excess mortality, nor how we
should construct the best possible model representing excess mortality.
For such refinements, we need a more statistically sound structure.

3.2 The Multiplicative Hazards/Generalized Linear Model
Approach
3.2.1 Introducing the Multiplicative Hazards Model
Following the notation used in the literature on survival analysis
(induding Elandt-Johnson and Johnson, 1980; London, 1988), we let the
random variable T denote the lifetime of a living organism or an
inanimate object (e.g., a light bulb). The instantaneous failure rate at
time point t is A(t) and is called the hazard rate or intensity rate.
Strictly,
A )_
(t -

lim

L1t~O+

Prob(t < T < t+L1t IT> t)
L1t

where this limit is assumed to exist. Hence, the probability of failure in (t, t + At) given survival to time t is approximately equal to
A(t) At, for very small .At.
Now consider the hazard rate of a study group with certain
characteristics (z) and denote this hazard rate by A(t,Z). Note that z
is a vector of information on the characteristics of the study group. If
the important characteristics are age, sex, weight, height, and
impairment, for example, then the vector z may be as follows: z = (50
years, male, 250 pounds, 5'10", hypertension).
The multiplicative hazards model is said to hold when A(t,Z) can
be factored as
A(t,Z)

= A*(t) x 8z

(1)

where A*(t) is some known standard hazard rate, independent of z,
and the proportionality factor 8z (independent of t) measures the
effect of the characteristic z on the study group's hazard rate relative to the known standard hazard rate A*(t). If 8z > 1, the failure
rate in the study group is greater than the standard failure rate, and
if 8z < 1, the failure rate in the study group is less than the standard
failure rate.
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In the field of actuarial science, failure is (typically) death,
time of failure is age at death, and the hazard rate is called the
force of mortality. Thus, equation (1) can be rewritten by replacing the
symbol for the hazard rate (A,) by the standard symbol for the force
of mortality (/1) and rearranged to give:
8z =

/1(t,Z)
/1*(t) .

In this context the 8z's
(}z's can be viewed as instantaneous mortality
ratios. These ratios can be compared with the interval mortality
ratio, ki' which is a ratio of annual mortality rates.
Cox (1972) proposes writing the proportionality parameter {}8 as
an exponential function of the vector of covariates z with unknown
regression parameters f3 such that:
(2)

giving
/1(t,z)

= /1*(t) e

pTZ

.

(3)

This representation of the mortality ratio 8{}zz is a mathematical construct. It uses only those factors that are considered to influence the
mortality ratio to a significant extent. These factors may be qualitative, such as severity of disease, or quantitative, such as age at entry
or level of blood pressure. Both f3 and z, however, must be real-valued
vectors. To accomplish this, nominal and ordinal characteristics are
usually coded using real numbers.
Equation (1) is called the multiplicative hazards model or the loglinear model because the linear combination of factors acts multiplicatively on the mortality ratio. This equation provides a specific case
of a more general model:

where h is a function to be specified. Detailed experiments with different choices for h have shown that the exponential function provides the most satisfactory choice in terms of the goodness of fit, its
simplicity, and its implicit avoidance of negative values for {}.
8.
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3.2.2 Estimating the Parameters f3
Consider a study consisting of N mutually independent individuals. For the ith individual, i = 1, 2, ... ,N, let the entry and exit
times from the study be denoted by 'ri and ti, respectively. Let Zi be
the vector of characteristics associated with i, and let the indicator
variable, ~i, denote the mode of exit, i.e., ~i = 1 if the ith person died
in the study and ~i = 0 otherwise. This results in the following likelihood function:

where:

S(t,z)

Jtl1(s,z) ds]

= exp[ -

is the survival function. The log likelihood function may be written
as:
N

log L = k (~i log l1(ti,Zi) + log S(ti,Zi) - log S( 'ri,Zi) )
1=1

j

t
N ( ~i log l1(ti,Zi) -111(u,Zi)
=~
du ) .

(4)

Substituting Cox's multiplicative hazard function (represented by
equation (3» into equation (4) gives the following result:
N (
IJTz. tj
)
log L(f3) = constant + ~ ~i WZi - e '111*(U) du

(5)

where we identify specifically the dependence of log L on the
unknown regression parameters, 13.
For convenience, the individuals in the study are grouped into M
cohorts, denoted by j (j = 1, 2, ... ,M), which represent particular
combinations of the characteristics under consideration-for example,
age at entry, policy duration, and severity of the impairment.
Renshaw (1988) shows that, in this case, the log likelihood function
may be written as:
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(6)

where:
c

a constant independent of f3;
M

l

Nj

= number of individuals in cohort j so that N =

tjk
'Cjk
dj
e'J

= age at which individual k from cohort j was last observed;
= age at which individual k from cohort j entered the study;

J=1

N·;
J

number of deaths observed in cohort j;
the aggregate integrated force of mortality,
N·

ej ="Y.

k=1

r
t

f.l*(u) duo

(7)

Tjk

In the appendix, it is proved that ej is an unbiased estimate
of the expected number of deaths from cohort j given standard rates had applied. The interpretation of ej is discussed
in the appendix; and
mj is given by:

(8)

so that
(9)
Note that equation (6) has the same form as the log likelihood for
independent Poisson random variables dj with respective means mj'
given by equation (8).
The vector of parameters f3 can be estimated by maximizing the
log likelihood function. This has been performed using the software
package GUM, which relies on the presence of a generalized linear
model. The above description can be recast in the form of a generalized linear model, as discussed by Dobson (1989).
Equation (9) is used as the estimation equation in the GUM package. The term {3TZj is called the linear predictor in generalized linear
model terminology. The log (ej) term is called an offset and is considered as an extra term in the linear predictor with a coefficient of 1.
GUM calculates the parameter estimates using maximum likelihood
techniques.
94
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3.3 Practical Implementation
pTZj

To establish a connection between the factors e
and traditional
actuarial mortality ratios, recall equation (8) (rewritten in the form):
(lO)

Following the methods used in the appendix, it easily can be proved
that mj is an unbiased estimate of E[djl. It thus seems reasonable to
replace f3, mj' and ej by [3, dj' and dj, respectively, where dj is the
expected number of deaths in cohort j had standard mortality rates
applied. This gives
~TZ'

e

_

!!i _

] - dj -

Actual Deaths
Expected Deaths '

(11)

which is identical to the traditional actuarial AlE mortality ratio.
In practice, the application of this statistically-based methodology is straight forward. For a mortality study involving N participants, the first step is to partition the sample into homogeneous
cohorts (indexed by the suffix j), ensuring that there are sufficient
data in each cohort to make the construction of mortality ratios
meaningful. For each individual, the information needed for the statistical calculations is age at entry (r), age at exit (t), and mode of
exit. The second step is to use this information to calculate the
observed number of deaths (dj) and the expected number of deaths (ej)
for each cohort. The third step is to· develop the coding scheme used
to identify the covariate structure to be modeled. It should be
emphasized that the covariates must be expressed as real-valued
variables. The fourth step is to enter the values of dj and ej and the
covariate structure into a statistical modeling software package, such
as GUM, for model fitting and the calculation of the parameter
.
/\
estimates, p.
Using GUM, various models may be fitted from the null model
(no covariates) to more complex models involving interaction terms,
giving different parametric representations for the mortality factor.
Statistical analysis of the significance of covariates and their possible interactions is based on a goodness-of-fit statistic called the
deviance. (GUM automatically provides the deviance when fitting
models). The deviance is based on the likelihood ratio principle
rather than on the (possibly more familiar) Pearson goodness-of-fit
statistic. It is essential that inferences should be based on differences
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between model deviances, as their absolute values are conditional on
the total number of covariates under simultaneous investigation. The
differences in model deviances are assumed to follow the X2 distribution with the appropriate degrees of freedom (an approximate
result). This can be used to assess the significance of factors included
in (or excluded from) the model. Furthermore, residual plots may be
used as an informal diagnostic tool to highlight the source of unexpected effects.
If a model provides a good fit, the histogram of deviance residuals should be approximately bell-shaped (Le., approximately normal). Also, a scatter plot of deviance residuals against linear predictor should show a corridor of values.
Any other patterns would be indicative of a lack of fit. In such a
case, a transformation of the data may be necessary, or account may
need to be taken of factors other than those included in the current
model. Outliers also would be detected by plotting residuals and
would be identified as isolated points on these plots far from the
remaining residuals.
This methodology is similar to that used in cohort studies in epidemiology, which are concerned with the follow-up of large population groups over many years (for example, to ascertain the effects of
environmental exposures on the outbreak of illness). A full description
is given by Breslow (1985). One of the main differences between the
two approaches is that in this paper we are modeling the relative
mortality experience, whereas in epidemiological studies the mortality rate itself often is modeled.

3.4 Basis for Expected Deaths-The Standard Experience
Used
Choosing a suitable control experience for the calculation of
expected deaths is a difficult task. The ensuing discussions of papers
presented to the Institute of Actuaries concerning the mortality of
impaired lives indicate that criticism often rests with the choice of
the control experience.
One of the principal problems is with the length of the investigation, presently 41 years. In his analysis, Papaconstantinou (1988)
modifies the A67-70 (2) select table using linear relationships proposed by the Continuous Mortality Investigation Bureau5 to produce a
5 The A67-70 (2) select table is a standard life table with a two year select period
based on data (male endowment and whole life policyholders) collected by the
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries Continuous Mortality Investigation Bureau (CMIB)
from contributing insurance companies (Joint Mortality Investigation Committee, 1974).
The CMIB is a permanent research organization established by the Institute and
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different set of mortality rates for each quadrennium between 1949
and 1978. By a process of interpolation and extrapolation, he produces a different set of rates for male lives for each year of entry
1947 to 1981. For female lives, he uses the rates thus produced with a
four year age deduction. Renshaw (1988), in his turn, feels that the
method adopted by Papaconstantinou is unnecessarily detailed and
condenses Papaconstantinou's rates into five year intervals commencing with 1947 to 1951 and ending in 1977 to 1981.
In the analysis covered by this report, it was decided to use the
A67-70 (2) select table unmodified for all years of entry for male
lives. The period used in forming this table (1967 to 1970) is roughly
mid-way through the period for which the Prudential data are
available (1947 to 1987). The expected deaths calculated for the earlier part of the study will tend to be understated (resulting in an
overstatement of the excess mortality). Similarly, the expected
deaths calculated for the later part of the study will tend to be overstated (resulting in an understatement of the excess mortality). A
comparison of Renshaw's results, in respect to hypertension, with the
results included in this report, however, reveals that the differences
in the standard forces of mortality used, on the whole, make little
difference to derived measures of excess mortality.
Nevertheless, the basis for expected deaths used here is not
ideal. A more satisfactory approach would be to obtain the
Continuous Mortality Investigation Bureau's data for whole life and
endowment insurances (for standard lives), grouping into suitable time
intervals (e.g., four or five years), and graduating to form a smooth
set of mortality rates for each time interval.
The use of a fixed control experience does not mean that time
trends are being ignored. Any significant trends would be identified
through the presence of calendar year of death as one of the covariates in the vector z.

4 Illustrating the Methodology
To illustrate the methodology and highlight some of the advantages of the multiplicative hazards/generalized linear model
approach, a summary of the results from preliminary analyses of two
impairment groups (impairment of coronary arteries and hypertension) will be considered (male lives only).
First, consider the data set. Of the data available for each policyholder, the information needed is medical impairment (including
Faculty of Actuaries to collect and analyze mortality and morbidity statistics and
prepare standard tables. The continuous collection of such data began in 1924.
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further subclassification), date of entry, age next birthday at entry,
date of exit, mode of exit (withdrawal, death), and sex. Medical
impairment and sex provide the necessary information for breaking
the sample into reasonably homogeneous cohorts. The age on next
birthday at entry provides the necessary values 'rjk. Date of entry,
age next birthday at entry, and date of exit together provide the
values of tjk needed for the calculation of ej (using equation (7)). The
values of dj depend on the mode of exit.

4.1 Impairment of Coronary Arteries
The initial selection and sorting of data were carried out using
the SPSSx statistical software package. For both male lives and
female lives separately, a subset of the full data set was created
that includes only those lives identified as suffering from impairment of coronary arteries. This category includes thrombosis, occlusion, ischaemia, infarction, and angina.
The data are partitioned according to:

•

•
•

Age at Entry: taking four levels
(1) 16 to 39
(3) 50 to 59
(2) 40 to 49
(4) 60 to 79;
Policy Duration: taking three levels
(1) 0 to 2 years
(2) 2 to 5 years
(3) 5 to 8 years; and
Whether Complications are Present (complications defined as
subsequent chest pain on exertion): taking two levels
(1) Without complications
(2) With complications.

This gives a total of 24 cohorts (4x2x3). For each of these cohorts,
the number of deaths observed (dj) and expected deaths (ej) are calculated (using Fortran 77 programs specially written for this purpose).
Age at entry and policy duration are taken as discrete variables.
It would be possible to use age and duration in continuous form and
represent their effect on excess mortality through the use of an appropriate (regression) model. In the results reported here, this
approach is not adopted.
Once the data are partitioned according to the covariate classification chosen and the number of deaths observed ana expected (the
aggregate integrated standard force of mortality) are calculated for
each cross-classified cohort, the data are suitable for feeding into the
GUM software package for model fitting and statistical analysis.
Here equation (9) is used as the estimating equation. The method of
model fitting adopted is forward stepwise, i.e., start with the simplest model (the null model) and include parameters one by one.
98
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4.1.1 The Null Model
The null model has the simplest form of structure in which the
linear predictor is represented by a single parameter, i.e.,

fJTz = b.
This is equivalent to combining age at entry, duration, and complication groups to give an overall mortality ratio equivalent to

Total Deaths in Study Group
Total Expected Deaths
which is an estimate of the mortality ratio associated with impairments of the coronary arteries as a whole.
Fitting this model with GUM gives a parameter estimate

&= 0.9076.
1\
AT

elJTzi,
From equation (11), the mortality ratio is given by ef3
zi, giving
eO.9076 =

2.48.

Thus, the overall mortality ratio for life insurance policyholders
with impairments of the coronary arteries at entry is 248% (i.e.,
extra mortality of +148%).

4.1.2 Main Effects Models
More information can be obtained by fitting models that allow for
inclusion of the principal factors believed to influence excess mortality (i.e.,
(Le., age at entry, duration, complications). These factors are
called main effects to distinguish them from the interaction terms
that relate to interdependence between factors. In this section, we
shall consider models that include these main effects, fitted separately.

4.1.2.1 Age at Entry
Recall that only the age at entry data are partitioned into four
levels. We denote the parameter values associated with the level of
age at entry as ai. Therefore, the parametric representation of the
linear predictor for the ith cohort is:
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i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Fitting the age at entry main effects model in GUM gives the following parameter estimates:
~2 = 1.236,

/\

B= 2.912,

a 1 = 0,

a3
~3
/\

= -1.679,

/\

a4 =

-2.471

(For technical reasons, the first parameter estimate for any factor
included in a model is assigned the value zero).
Calculating

iJTz for each i gives:
i

MR%
1839
534
343
155

Age at Entry
16 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 59
60 to 79

These results indicate that proposers for life insurance under 40
year of age suffering from impairments of the coronary arteries constitute a substantial extra risk. Excess mortality decreases as age at
entry increases. Lew and Gajewski (1990), in their review of excess
mortality experience, note that for most medical impairments, relative mortality is highest at ages under 40 and decreases with
advances in age to relatively low mortality indices at ages 60 and
over.

4.1.2.2 Policy Duration
Recall that the policy duration data are partitioned into three
levels. We denote the parameter values associated with the jfh level
of policy duration as oj- Therefore, the parametric representation of
the linear predictor for the jfh cohort is:

j = 1, 2, 3
Fitting the policy duration main effects model in GUM gives the
following parameter estimates:

B= 1.205,

~1

= 0,

~2

= -0.4727,

resulting in the following mortality ratios:
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Duration
o to 2
2 to 5
5 to 8

MR%
334

208
222

These results show that the mortality ratio in the first two years
after entry is higher than subsequently. Such results also are not
unexpected. Lew and Gajewski (1990) also comment that indices of
excess mortality tend to decrease with increasing policy duration.

4.1.2.3 Complications
Similarly, we denote the parameter values associated with the
n. Therefore, the parametric representation of the linear predictor is:

kth level of the presence of complications as

k = 1, 2.
Fitting the complications main effects model in GUM gives the
following parameter estimates:

t = 0.7893,

/I.

Yl = 0,

Y2Y2 = 0.2771

/I.

resulting in the following mortality ratios:
MR%

Without Complications
With Complications

220
290

As expected, there is a higher risk associated with the presence of
complications.

4.1.3 Significance of Main Effects
The results according to the main effects fitted separately could
have been obtained using the traditional actuarial methods, based on
AlE ratios. One of the advantages of the modeling approach used in
this paper, however, is that it is now possible to assess the statistical significance of the main effects. That is, it is possible to answer
such questions as "Is age at entry a significant rating factor?" and
"What about the presence or absence of complications?" These questions are answered with recourse to the model deviances. The null
model is a simpler model than the main effects models, and it can be
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shown that the difference in deviances between the null model and
the main effect models approximately follows a X2 distribution; see
Dobson (1989).
Using the deviances provided by GUM when fitting the particular models, a deviance table for the main effects models may be produced as in Table 2 below. The differences in model deviances are
referred to the appropriate X2 distribution to assess the significance
of the main effects.
Notation
The null model is denoted by H 0, the age at entry model by A,
the policy duration model by D, and the complications model by C.
TABLE 2

Impairment of Coronary Arteries: Significance of Main Effects
Model

HO

A
D
C

Deviance

116.56
33.75
102.27
110.95

Degrees of
Freedom

---jDifferences-----Differences--Deviance
Degrees of Freedom

Tail Area

23

a:>

21
22

82.81

14.29
5.61

3
2
1

<.05%
.75%
1.75%

Analysis of the differences in model deviances indicates that all
three main effects are highly statistically significant (tail area less
than 5% in all cases).

4.1.4 More Complex Models
Because all three main effects are significant, we may be interested in more complex models, looking at age at entry and policy
duration combined or including all three factors. We also may be
interested in the effect of interdependence of rating factors, assessed
by the inclusion of interaction terms.

4.1.4.1 Main Effects Fitted Together, No Interaction
Because all three rating factors are statistically significant, they
will need to be included together in a model in order to assess, as
accurately as possible, the rating required for a given combination of
factor levels. The simplest type of model structure accounting for all
three rating factors is fitted by including the main effects without
interaction terms. The GUM notation for this model is A+D+C. The
parametric representation of the linear predictor for cell (i, j, k)
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where i represents age at entry, j represents policy duration, and k
represents presence of complications, is given by:

The associated mortality ratios are found by exponentiating the
linear predictor, thus:
ef3TZjik
ef3TZjik = exp(b + ai + Oi + Yk)

that is, the effects are multiplicative.
The mortality ratio of 18.39 for the age at entry group 16 to 39
was based on only nine deaths. Therefore, it was decided to combine
ages at entry 16 to 39 and 40 to 49 when considering more complex
models, resulting in only three levels for the age at entry factor (i =
1, 2, 3).
The parameter estimates obtained by fitting model A+D+C are as
follows:

~ 3 = -0.3354,

1\

Yl = 0,

1\

Y2 = 0.3359.

The mortality ratios calculated for each combination of i, j, and k are
shown in Table 3. A direct result of using the multiplicative model,
without interaction terms, is that there is an underlying pattern in
the mortality ratios in Table 3. Close inspection reveals that:
•
•
•

Entries for "with complications" are 1.4 times larger than entries
for "without complications";
Entries in the second row are 0.66 times entries in the first row,
and entries in the third row are 0.72 times entries in the first
row; and
Entries in the second column are 0.57 times entries in the first column, and entries in the third column are 0.26 times entries in the
first column.

There is no conflict between the results shown here and the
(Le., figures are of the same order
results for the main effects models (i.e.,
and changes are in the same direction). The advantage is that more
information is conveyed using simple mathematical relationships.
Furthermore, the 18 entries in the tables of mortality ratios are
derived from just six parameter estimates.
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TABLE 3
Impairment of Coronary Arteries: Mortality Ratios, Model A+D+C
(Multiplicative Structure)

Without Complications

Duration
Ot02
2t05
5t08

MR(%)
Age at Entry
501059

16 to 49
675
446
486

385

254
'ZT7

60 to 79
176
116
126

With Complications

Duration
Ot02
2t05
5t08

MR (%)
Age at Entry
50 to 59

161049
945
624

539

356
388

680

601079
246
162
177

Whereas results for the main effects models fitted separately can
be reproduced using traditional methods, the above results, based on
the main effects fitted together, cannot be so reproduced.

4.1.4.2 Interaction Terms
The significance of interdependence between rating factors can be
assessed by fitting models including interaction terms. In GUM notation, a model includes interaction terms if an asterisk (*) appears
between the symbols for model factors. For example, A *C+D represents a model including all three factors and the interaction between
age at entry and the presence or absence of complications. In this
example (concerning impairment of coronary arteries), the models
that need to be investigated are:
•
•
•

A *C+D with parametric representation
{JTzijk = b + ai + Oi + Yk + (aY)ik;
C*D+A with parametric representation
{JTzijk = b + ai + 0i + Yk + (OY)jk;
A *D+C with parametric representation
{JTzijk = b + ai + 0i + Yk + (a8)ij-

These models can be fitted in GUM and the difference in deviances
between model A+D+C and these models referred to the appropriate
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distribution to assess the statistical significance of the interaction
terms, as shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Impairment of Coronary Arteries: Significance of Interaction Terms
Model

A+D+C
A*C+D
C*D+A
A*D+C

Deviance

Degrees of
Freedom

--~Differences---

Deviances

23.647
21.718
21.973

18
16
16

1.93
1.67

20.050

14

3.60

Degrees of Freedom

2
2
4

Tail
Area
35%
45%
47%

The results indicate that none of the first order interaction terms
is statistically significant.
The only other model that can be fitted is model A *D*C, the
saturated model. This model reproduces the crude mortality ratios for
each combination of i, j, and k and will have a deviance of zero
because it gives a perfect fit, but no model simplification. The saturated model is the only other model that can be obtained from traditional actuarial methods, but it is unnecessarily complex because
interaction terms are not statistically significant. This leaves the
model A+D+C as the optimal model in that it is parsimonious and
conveys the salient features of the data available. An examination
of the associated residual plots supports this conclusion. (These plots
are not shown here).

4.2 Hypertension
4.2.1 Classification
It is customary to classify hypertension as primary (essential),
constituting the vast majority, or secondary to a long list of diseases
(some pathological process). In the Prudential study, the hypertension group refers to primary hypertension only.
As Singer and Levinson (1976) point out, "blood pressure may be
considered elevated only in terms of some normal standard." The New
York Heart Association (1955) proposes that "Any blood pressure
combination up to and including 139/89 (139 mm Hg systolic and 89
mm Hg diastolic) is regarded as normotensive. Any combination
including a systolic pressure of 160 and up, or a diastolic pressure of
95 and up, or both, is classified as definitely hypertensive. Any com-
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bination below 160/95 is classified as borderline hypertensive provided it is not within the normotensive limit."
Singer and Levinson (1976) and Brackenridge (1985) report that
the above definition "has been widely accepted," and both use it in
their analyses. Furthermore, it generally is accepted that blood pressure rises gradually as age increases, and increased levels in older
age groups still may be compatible with average mortality. Also,
significant differences in mortality with blood pressure level are
observed in the normal or normotensive range.
The data were partitioned according to:

•

•
•
•

•

•

Age at Entry: taking four levels as defined earlier;
Policy Duration: taking six levels
(1) 0 to 2 years
(3) 5 to 10 years
(5) 15 to 20 years
(2) 2 to 5 years
(4) 10 to 15 years (6) Over 20 years;
takin~ two levels
Family History: taking
hIstory of cardiovascular disease
(1) Good family history
(2) Poor family history of cardiovascular disease;
Blood Pressure: taking nine levels, classified simultaneously
according to diastolic blood pressure taking three levels
(1) Under 95 mm mercury
(2) 95 to 105 mm mercury
(3) Over 105 mm mercury and
systolic blood pressure taking three levels
(1) Under 150 mm mercury
(2) 150 to 165 mm mercury
(3) Over 165 mm mercury;
Weight Levels: taking two levels
(1) Within 20% of standard weight
(2) More than 20% above standard weight; and
Calendar Year of Entry: taking eight levels
(1) 1947 to 1951
(5) 1967 to 1971
(2) 1952 to 1956
(6) 1972 to 1976
(3) 1957 to 1961
(7) 1977 to 1981
(4) 1962 to 1966
(8) 1982 to 1986.

4.2.2 Results for Male Lives: Null and Main Effects Models
Taken as a group, the overall mortality ratio for male hypertensive is found to be 154% (based on 3,548 deaths).
We now will consider the main effects fitted separately.

4.2.2.1 Age at Entry (Factor A)
The estimated mortality ratios are:
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MR%
177 (450)
210 (1029)
139 (1127)
126 (942)

Age at Entry
16 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 59
60 to 79

The underlying numbers of observed deaths (dj) are shown in
parentheses.
Excess mortality is higher for ages at entry below age 50, as
would be expected. A surprising feature here, however, is the rise in
excess mortality (from +77% to +110%) for the age at entry group 40
to 49 compared with age at entry 16 to 39.

4.2.2.2 Policy Duration (Factor D)
The estimated mortality ratios are:
MR%
155 (279)
135 (584)
164 (1120)
175 (765)
155 (443)
128 (357)

Policy Duration
o to 2 years
2 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
10 to 15 years
15 to 20 years
over 20 years

Excess mortality falls after the first two years duration then
rises steadily to a peak at 15 years duration, after which excess mortality falls again.

4.2.2.3 Family History (Factor H)
MR%
148 (2645)
177 (903)

Good

Poor

These results dearly show a rise in excess mortality associated with
a family history of cardiovascular disease.

4.2.2.4 Blood Pressure (Factor B)
The estimated mortality ratios are:
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Diastolic Pressure (mm Hg)
< 95
95 to 105
~

<150

Mortality

>105

145

-7

(591)
Systolic Pressure
(mmHg)

150 to 165

133
(1237)

>165

159
(202)

166

(833)

185
(293)

180

(132)

257
(260)

As expected, the mortality ratios increase with increasing blood
pressure (from top left to bottom right). The pressure levels shown
here are consistent with the definitions of hypertension as given earlier. None of the associated mortality ratios are below 125%; therefore we clearly are dealing with blood pressure levels outside the
normal (or normotensive) range.

4.2.2.5 Weight Levels (Factor W)
The estimated ratios are:
Standard ± 19%
Standard + 20% or over

MR%
153 (2914)
162 (634)

Although there is a slight increase in extra mortality associated
with overweight, this increase is not as large as might have been
expected.

4.2.2.6 Calendar Year of Entry (Factor Y)
The estimated mortality ratios are:
Calendar Year of Entry
1947 to 1951
1952 to 1956
1957 to 1961
1962 to 1966
1967 to 1971
1972 to 1976
1977 to 1981
1982 to 1986

MR%
157 (694)
154 (842)
156 (655)
170 (639)
186 (274)
157 (167)
105 (205)
104 (72)

The mortality ratios for calendar years of entry 1947 to 1961 are
surprisingly stable (approximately 155%). Beyond 1961, the mortal108
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ity ratios rise, reaching a peak for calendar years of entry 1967 to
1971. Beyond 1971, the mortality ratios fall until there is almost no
excess mortality. These trends are difficult to interpret and may
reflect changes in underwriting standards within the Prudential
Assurance Company. Also, it would be problematic to extrapolate
this pattern of ratios beyond 1982 to 1986.

4.2.2.7 Significance of Main Effects
Referring differences in model deviances (Table 5) to the appropriate X2 distribution reveals that all the main effects are highly
significant with the exception of weight, which is nonsignificant
(although there is some evidence of a higher mortality ratio with
higher weight levels). Consequently, the weight factor is dropped
from subsequent model fitting.
This result that overweight in conjunction with hypertension does
not add significantly to the excess mortality risk may be a surprise,
but such a feature has been noted by earlier investigators; see Clarke
(1961), Preston and Clarke (1966), Clarke (1979), and Leighton (1987).
This may be explained by considering that the effect of an individual with hypertension also being overweight may have been allowed
for in their elevated levels of blood pressure.
TABLE 5

Hypertension: Significance of Main Effects

Model

HO

A
B
D
H

W
Y

Deviance
3615.7
3464.7
3509.6
3575.3
3594.5
3614.0
3553.2

Degrees of
Freedom
3808
3805
3802
3803
3607
3607
3601

---IDifferences----~Differences--Deviance
Degrees of Freedom

151.0
106.1
40.4
21.2
1.7
62.5

3
6
5
1
1
7

Tail Area

.05%
.05%
.05%
.05%
20%
.05%

More complicated models (other than main effects fitted separately) may be fitted and the significance of interaction terms
assessed. The results from the more important of these models will be
reported. In presenting the results, it is useful to think in terms of a
parametric representation of the GUM models.
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Factor
A Age at Entry
B Blood Pressure at Entry
Y Calendar Year of Entry
D Policy Duration
F Family History

Parameter
i = I, ... ,4
11: j
j = I, ... ,7
Yk
k = I, ... ,8
0/
1 = I, ... ,6
Pm
m = 1,2
ai

An additional parameter, b, is involved. similar to the constant coefficient in conventional linear regression.

4.2.3 Main Effects Fitted Together, No Interaction
The GUM notation for this model is A+B+Y+D+H, with parametric representation of the mortality ratio given by:
ef3

Tz

ijklm

= exp(b + ai + 1I:j + J1c + 0/ + Pm)

and, as noted before, the effects are multiplicative.
TABLE 6

Hypertension: Parameter Estimates for the
Main Effects Model With No Interactions
A

exp(b) = 1.95
Age at Entry

16-39
1.00

A

exp(ai)

40-49

50-59
0.70

1.09

60-79
0.65

Pressure
A

exp(lr j)
Diastolic Pressure (mm Hg)
<95
95-105
>105
Systolic Pressure
(mm Hg)

f-0.96

<150150 -165
>165

1.00
1.35

1.18
1.47

~

1.22
1.95

Calendar Year of Entry
A

exp(Yk)

47-51
1.00

52-56
0.98

57-61
0.94

62-66
0.94

67-71
0.99

72-76
0.81

n-81
0.60

Duration
A

exp(.5 I)

0-2
1.00

2-5
0.90

5-10
1.01

Family History
A

eXP(Pm)

Good
1.00

Poor

1.20
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10-15
0.96

15-20
0.80

>20
0.72

82-86
0.63
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This model caters for all five (significant) factors simultaneously.
The parameter estimates resulting from fitting this model are shown
in Table 6. Mortality ratios then may be deduced from Table 6 by
forming the product of relevant entries (and multiplying by 100 to
express the ratio as a percentage).
Consider a hypothetical example;
example: A man took out a whole life
policy in 1977 at age 45. Upon medical examination his blood pressure was recorded as 155/100. From the proposal form it was found
that his family history of cardiovascular disease could be classified
as good. The policy now has been in existence for ten years, and an
estimate of the excess mortality associated with this risk is required
for the remainder of the policy.
Mortality
Policy Duration
10 to 15 years 1.95 x 1.09 x 1.18 x 0.60
15 to 20 years 1.95 x 1.09 x 1.18 x 0.60
> 20 years 1.95 x 1.09 x 1.18 x 0.60

Ratio
x 1.00 x 0.96 =
x 1.00 x 0.80 =
x 1.00 x 0.72 =

Excess
1.44
1.20
1.08

Mortality
+44%
+20%
+8%

4.2.3.1 Residual Plots
If a model provides a good fit, a histogram of deviance residuals
should be approximately bell-shaped (Le., approximately normal).
Also, a scatter plot of deviance residuals against linear predictor
should show a corridor of values. Any other patterns would be indicative of lack of fit. (These plots are not shown.)

4.2.4 First Order Interactions
Models including first order interaction terms have been fitted
and their deviances analyzed to assess the significance of the first
order interaction terms. The results are not given here, but are
reported in detail in England (1993). The results indicate that the
interaction between blood pressure and policy duration is statistically
highly significant.

5 Extensions and Further Applications
The resulting approach can be extended to incorporate different
choices for the function hO appearing in the relationship:
Oz

= h(fJTz).
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Two other choices have been explored in detail by England
(1993).
ADDITIVE
POWER
The additive model is essentially the basis underlying the numerical
rating system, which is widely-used for the risk evaluation of
impaired insured lives as part of the underwriting process. The mortality ratio is represented by a series of parameter estimates (which
may be positive or negative) that are summed. The estimates are
analogous to the debits and credits used in the numerical rating system. Interdependence of the rating factors may be accommodated by
including interaction terms in the definition of z.
The power model represents a family of models because the
parameter y may take any real value. When y = I, the additive
model is obtained, whereas in the limit as y ~ 0, the multiplicative
model is obtained; see McCullagh and NeIder (1989). For values of y
between 0 and I, the power model may be regarded as being intermediate between the additive and multiplicative cases. The value of y
giving the optimum fit, however, may lie outside the range (0,1).
This modeling approach can be extended with the inclusion of
approximate confidence intervals for the mortality ratios. Given the
form of the mortality ratio

in the more general case, this procedure is not completely straightforward. England (1993) provides further details.
The approach of generalized linear modeling has been used more
widely than modeling excess mortality. In particular, in the field of
graduation these techniques have been used to deal with the:
•
•
•
•

Graduation of mortality rates (Renshaw, 1991);
Graduation in the presence of duplicate policies (Renshaw, 1992);
Graduation of select mortality rates (Currie and Waters, 1991);
and
Graduation of transition intensities in a multiple state model
(Renshaw and Haberman, 1992).
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These techniques could be used for the graduation of mortality rates
where it is intended to use a modification of a given standard life
table.

6 Conclusions
This article attempts to highlight the benefits and power of the
multiplicative hazards/generalized linear model approach. The
principal advantages of this approach over traditional methods are:

•
•

It enables comprehensive statistical analysis, including significance testing, model building, and residual analysis; and
It allows the effect on excess mortality experience of complex
interactions between the covariates to be assessed.

The approach described in this article provides a more dynamic
method of constructing and testing models than the traditional
approach. The current approach allows an assessment to be made of
the relationship between individual factors and their interactions
and their impact on excess mortality. The models of this paper do not
require extensive assumptions and, with the aid of modern statistical
software packages such as GUM, can be implemented easily. As we
have noted, these models can be seen to be a direct generalization of
traditional actuarial mortality ratios.
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Appendix-The Aggregate Integrated Standard Force of
Mortality
Recall the definition of ej given in equation (7), i.e.,
(7)

We will now show that ej can be interpreted as the expected number
of deaths in cohort j had standard mortality rates applied. This
interpretation can be justified because the expected value of ej is
equal to the expected number of deaths had standard mortality rates
applied. This is proved briefly by Berry (1983). A more complete
proof is shown below.
Consider a complete follow-up study, i.e., one where there are no
withdrawals or losses. This assumption is being made to simplify the
presentation. For cohort j, let us assume that individual k (k = 1, 2,
... , Nj):

•

•
•
•

Enters the study at time 0 (so 'rjk = 0). This can be done by a simple change of origin;
Has a maximum follow-up time of Tpo
Tjlo
Exits the study at time T/ic (which is tjk in equation (7)); and
Has an indicator random variable Ijk'
Ijk , where Ijk = 0 if individual
k leaves the study alive (T}ic > Tjk) and Ijk = 1 1f individual k dies
during the study (T/ic ::; Tjk).

The probability distribution function for T/ic
T/ic is f*(t) (assuming that
standard mortality applies) and F*(t) is its cumulative distribution
function. The force of mortality is J1*(t) where
*
f*(t)
J1 (t) =
=1 - F*(t)

(AI)

Let
ejk

=

Tl

J

J1*(t) dt.

Clearly ejk is a random variable because T/ic is a random variable. To
calculate the expected value of ejkt it is necessary to consider the
possibility of death before Tjk or after Tjk. This leads to:
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The first part of equation (AI) relates to the contribution to the
expected value made by the possibility of death occurring at time s,
integrated over all possible values of s from 0 to Tjk. The second part
is the contribution made by the possibility of survival to time Tjk'
the maximum follow-up time.
Integrating the first component of equation (AI) by parts gives:

JF*(s) J1*(s)
/1*(s) ds

]Tlk

S

E[ejk] = [ F*(s)J f..l*(t)
J.l*(t) dt

Tjk

0 -

Tlk

J

Tlk

= F*(Tjk)J J1*(t)
/1*(t)

dt +

Tlk

f..l*(s)
J.l*(s) [1 - F*(s)] ds - F*(Tjk)J f..l*(t)
J.l*(t) dt

Tjk

=

Jf..l*(s)[l
/1*(s)[l - F*(s)] ds
(A3)

The right side of equation (A3) follows from equation (AI). Next
we will prove that E[ejkl
E[ejk] = E[Ijkl. The contribution that individual k
makes to the number of deaths is 0 if the individual survives to Tjk
(with probability 1 - F*(Tjk)), and it is I if the individual dies
before Tjk (with probability F*(Tjk))' Hence,
E[Ijk]

=

0 x Prob(survival to Tjk) + 1 x Prob(death before Tjk)

= 0

x (1 - F*(Tjk)) + 1 x F*(Tjk) = F*(Tjk)'

Therefore E[ejkl = E[Ijk]'
Now for the entire cohort j, the term ej is defined as
N·

ej = V
Vejk
ejk

ftl
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(A4)
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and the expected number of deaths (had standard mortality applied
in this cohort), dj, is given by
(AS)

dJ. Therefore,
Equation (AS) shows that ej is an unbiased estimate of dj.
the statement that the aggregate integrated standard force of
mortality in cohort j can be interpreted as the expected number of
deaths in cohort j had standard mortality rates is justified.
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